
Imaginary Economics of water bottling: big is better 

Historically, one powerful strand of development economcs: growth strategy should 

be based on small or micro enterprises: indeed bulk of employment is in small and 

medium enterprises 

 

E.F.Schumacher:  “Small is beautiful: Economics as if people mattered”. 

 

Gandhi: opposed large scale manufacturers for India: wanted cottage industries and 

manual spinning wheels; neoclassicals think he set India back by decades. 

 

In the real world: what is the outcome of battle between small enterprises and large 

enterprises?  Between multinational agribusinesses and family farms? Between 

super-markets and family grocery stores? 

 

This lecture: look at imaginary economics of water bottling firms and industry. 

 

Fiji bottled water industry: tiny family company (Fuji Chill) wishes to enter a market 

dominated by giant Fuji Water (several firms selling bottled water at the moment- 

one just purifying tap water); but most of Fuji Water exported. 



Today’s lecture also brings out 

Importance of the risk and profitability: “risk averters” v “risk takers” 

 

Business strategies of new-comers to markets 

 

Business strategies of dominant firms in the market: price, cornering markets, 

legal challenges 

 

Why “big is better” in nearly all capitalist industries. 

 

Why small enterprises rarely can compete 

 

Why tendency of capitalism is towards monopoly- not perfect competition 

 

Yet historical reality is that often monopolists also give way to competition 



Fuji Chill wishes to enter water bottling industry 

They have access to a free water supply on own land-  no royalties to pay. 

 

Fiji people are already buying water, $1.50 to $2.50 for a small 500 ml bottle. 

 

They can produce for the local market, but they can also export. 

 

But how much should Fuji Chill invest?  

 

 what size of factory?   

 

 what kind of machinery?  

 

 how many? 

 

 what supporting capital assets? 

 

 what kind of staff? How many? What salaries to pay? 



Most potential entrepreneurs face similar questions 

need to estimate expected demand 

 

examine technical requirements to meet expected demand  

 

possible business consequences of entering this market, 

 

Perhaps do SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) 

 

Make final choice of scale of operation 

 

Wrong assessments and decisions: could spell disaster for firm  

 

Possible bankruptcy; and loss of family assets used as collateral 

 



Some specific questions for a new water bottling company 

For water extracting, purifying and bottling plant: what scale of machinery? 

 

Plastic bottles or invest in plastic bottle making plant? Or glass bottles? 

Caps and labels may be cheaply imported; but faces import duty 

Cartons can be bought from the local manufacturers. 

 

With millions of bottles of water being packaged, and moved around:  need fork 

lifts; need trucks to cart containers to the wharf: how many? 

 

How much to spend on advertising?  

 

What strategy in pricing for the local market? For international market? 

 

How will dominant player react? 



What uncertainties? 

Expected demand over the medium term (5 years? 10 years? 20 years?) 

Be pessimistic, optimistic, or somewhere in between?  

If pessimistic and actual demand exceeds projected- then huge costs involved in 

scaling up, and dumping previous machinery. 

If projection is optimistic and demand does not materialise (locally and/or 

internationally) then huge cash flow problems, lack of profitability and possible 

bankruptcy and loss of savings and collateral. 

 

What about:  

 

Tax breaks from government 

Duties and excises on inputs and outputs 

What if government changes? or Minister changes? 

Other risk factors such as strikes by workers, fuel price hikes 

Loss of key personnel: engineers, chemists 

Wages Councils orders on Minimum Wages? 



Suppose: Fuji Chill has to choose between two scales of operations 

Fuji Chill 1 maximum of 3 million litres per year 

 

Fuji Chill 2 maximum of 5 million litres per year. 

 

Note: 

 

Fuji Water already produces and sells 200 million litres per year. 

 

And Fuji Water is expanding capacity to 400 million liters per year. 

 

For Fuji Chill  making the wrong decision on the scale of operations can be 

disastrous. 

 

I have modeled the costs and revenues as follows: (this lecture will be on Class 

Share) 



Overall investment requirements are as follows: 

Remember the “two thirds rule”: output increases more than proportional to 

investment in capital goods 

 

Alternative investments for Fuji Chill: $2m,  $2.5m   

Fuji Water $117m. 

  Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water     

Factory Space 500000 600000 30,000,000 (depreciated at 0.025) 

Machinery 750000 900000 45,000,000 (depreciated at 0.1) 

Other capital assets 690000 828000 41,400,000 (depreciated at 0.1) 

Working capital 100000 150000 1,000,000     

Total investment 2,040,000 2,478,000 117,400,000     



Other capital assets requirements 

Output is doubled from Fuji Chill 1 to Fuji Chill 2,  

 

but multiplied by 100 from Fuji Chill 1 to Fuji Water 

 

But physical requirements are multiplied by much less than 100. 

  Number Number Number   

  Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water Unit cost 

Trucks 2 2 30 250,000 

Forklift 1 1 1 60,000 

Machines (sets) 1 1 5 50000 

Management cars 1 1 5 80000 



Staff costs and depreciation of factory and machines 

Some increase of staff from Fuji Chill 1 to Fuji Chill 2 

Large increase to Fuji Water, but not proportionate to increase in output 

Roughly what has been reported in papers for Fuji Water. 

Fuji Chill Fuji Chill Fuji Water Unit cost 

Depreciation machinery 0.1 0.1 0.1   

Depreciation factory 0.025 0.025 0.025   

Management 1 2 10 100,000 

Middle 1 3 10 50,000 

Skilled workers 2 4 20 25,000 

Labourers 40 50 400 6,500 

Working capital 1 1.5 10 100,000 

Advertising 52 75 1040 1,000 



Unit recurrent costs (per unit of output)? 

Economies of scale crucial 

Some drop in unit costs going from Fuji Chill 1 to Fuji Chill 2,  

 

But very large drop from Fuji Chill 2 to Fuji Water. 

  Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water 

Unit bottle/cap/label costs 0.10 0.08 0.05 

Unit filtering costs 0.10 0.07 0.03 

Unit utility costs 0.05 0.04 0.03 

Unit transport costs 0.10 0.08 0.06 

Total Unit Recur. Costs 0.35 0.27 0.17 



Estimate the financial results for Fuji Chill 1 

Total Cost = Total Fixed Cost  +  Total Variable Cost 

 

Total Fixed Costs for the year?:  Factory + machinery + vehicles+ tools etc:  

 

Not the full value  but the annual depreciation value allowed by the tax 

authorities depending on the expected life of the plant: assume 40 years for the 

factory (2.5%) and 10 years for the machines (10%). 

 

Salaries Bill: senior management, middle level staff, labourers, casuals 

Advertising costs: you must book for the year: 

Costs of the Working Capital (assumed borrowed at 10%) 

 

Total Variable Costs = (output)*(variable cost per bottle) 

 

Total Revenue  =  (output) * (price charged to wholesalers) 



Suppose wholesale prices are as follows 

i.e Fuji Chill has lower wholesale price and retail price 

 

But also gives lower unit markup profit to retailer: so why sell Fuji Chill? 

 

Why is Fuji Water able to charge higher wholesale price? 

 

Why are retailers able to charge higher retail price for Fuji Water? 

 

Could Fuji Chill charge wholesalers same price as Fuji Water? 

 

Could retailers charge same price for Fuji Chill as for Fuji Water? 

Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water

Unit retail price 1.00 1.00 1.50

Markup 0.20 0.20 0.50

Unit wholesale price 0.80 0.80 1.00



Estimated figures for Fuji Chill 1 

Gross Revenue = (Output) * (Price) 

 

Total Cost = Total Fixed Cost  +  Total Variable Cost 

 

Profits =  Total Revenue - Total Cost 

 

ATC = TC/output 

 

Total Investment= factory, machines, transport, equipment, including working 

capital) 

 

 % Profit =  100* Profits/Total Investment 



Results extremely sensitive to output  

Losses up to 1.7  million litres (break even point) 

 

Tiny profits ($132 thousands) at 2 million litres but only 6% return on capital.  

Key Question: Why bother? same return from a safe fixed deposit for 10 yrs 

 

But profits could rise to $582 thousands and 29% return on capital if Fuji Chill 

can expand output and sales to 3 million litres (assuming price remains at 80 

cents!) (will it?) 

Output (m) Gross Rev Total costs Profits ($000) ATC % Profit 

0.5 400000 943500 -544 189 -27 

1.0 800000 1118500 -319 112 -16 

1.5 1200000 1293500 -94 86 -5 

2.0 1600000 1468500 132 73 6 

2.5 2000000 1643500 357 66 17 

3.0 2400000 1818500 582 61 29 



Somewhat similar financial Results for Fuji Chill 2 

Break even point: 2.24 million liters: losses before that. 

Possibly better results if higher volumes can be achieved; 

BUT worse losses, if expected sales do not materialise; or if price drops. 

Will Fuji Water also know this business’s operating costs? 

 

Output (m)` Gross Rev Total costs Profits ($000) ATC % Profit 

0.5 400000 1322800 -923 265 -37 

1.0 800000 1457800 -658 146 -27 

1.5 1200000 1592800 -393 106 -16 

2.0 1600000 1727800 -128 86 -5 

2.5 2000000 1862800 137 75 6 

3.0 2400000 1997800 402 67 16 

3.5 2800000 2132800 667 61 27 

4.0 3200000 2267800 932 57 38 

4.5 3600000 2402800 1197 53 48 

5.0 4000000 2537800 1462 51 59 



Critical for profitability: ATC: compare with wholesale price  

(currently 80 cents for Fuji Chill, $1.00 for Fuji Water) 

 Fuji Chill 1 price can only go down to 61 cents at 3 million litres 

Fuji Chill 2 price can go down to 51 cents at 5 million litres. 

What if Fuji Water goes down to 60 or 50 cents per liter wholesale price? 

 

Output (m) ATC Fuji Chill 1 ATC Fuji Chill 2 

0.5 189 265 

1.0 112 146 

1.5 86 106 

2.0 73 86 

2.5 66 75 

3.0 61 67 

3.5   61 

4.0   57 

4.5   53 

5.0   51 



Graphically: ATC 2 is higher than ATC 1 up to about 3.3 m litres-  

but beyond that ATC2 becomes less than ATC1 
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Which plant to invest in? 

If invest in Fuji Chill 2, expecting 4 m litres sales, but only 2 million sold, what profits 

and profit rates?   

 

What would have been Fuji Chill 1 profits and profit rate at 2 million litres? 

Risk takers or risk averters? 

  Profits ($000) Profits ($000) Profit rate Profit rate 

Output (m) Fuji 1 Fuji 2 Fuji 1 Fuji 2 

0.5 -544 -923 -27 -37 

1.0 -319 -658 -16 -27 

1.5 -94 -393 -5 -16 

2.0 132 -128 6 -5 

2.5 357 137 17 6 

3.0 582 402 29 16 

3.5   667   27 

4.0   932   38 

4.5   1197   48 

5.0   1462   59 



Look at ATC for Fuji Chill and Fuji Water 

Fuji Water ATC is a mere 33 cents per litre at 100 million litres 

And declines even further to 25 cents per litre by 200 million litres. 
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Graphically:  

At the higher output levels, Fuji Water ATC well below anything that Fuji Chill can 

enjoy.  

 

And the profit figures indicate just as big a contrast. 
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Profits rise more than proportionately as output rises 

Fuji Water in a different world altogether: $150 million pa 

Fuji Chill 2 maximum profit: $1.5 million? 

Output Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water 

1 -319 -658 -12710 

2 132 -128 -12295 

3 582 402 -11880 

5   1462 -11880 

20     570 

40     17170 

60     33770 

80     50370 

100     66970 

120     83570 

140     100170 

160     116770 

180     133370 

200     149970 



Rate of profit rises rapidly: 

the higher the output, the higher the rate of profit 
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Suppose Fuji Water drops its wholesale price to 60 cents  

and Recommended Retail Price to 90 cents 

 

Fuji Chill retail price has to be lower than Fuji Water retail price. Or else? 

 

Fuji Chill must match Fuji Water for wholesale price or else? 

 

Markup on Fuji Chill is still less than that for Fuji Water. Trouble? 

 

Is retail price gap enough to convince consumers to buy Fuji Chill? 

 

Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water

Unit retail price 0.80 0.80 0.90

Markup 0.20 0.20 0.30

Unit wholesale price 0.60 0.60 0.60



Trouble for Fuji Chill 1: Profits will be as follows ($000) 

For Fuji Chill 1, there is no possibility of profits: must close down or scale up. 

 

But for Fuji Chill 2: profits only if sales can increase around 4 million liters. 

 

Can Fuji Chill increase its sales? 

Profits b4t Profits b4t Profits b4t

Output Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water

1 -519 -858 -16110

2 -269 -528 -15595

3 -19 -198 -15080

4 132 -13630

5 462 -13880

20 -7430

40 1170

80 18370

120 52770

160 61370

200 69970



Suppose Fuji Water drops its wholesale price to 50 cents 

And recommended retail price to 80 cents 

Retail price for Fuji Chill lower than Fuji Water 

 

Markup now lower to Fuji Chill 

 

And Fuji Chill must match Fuji Water for wholesale price or else? 

 

It is a tough world out there. 

Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water

Unit retail price 0.70 0.70 0.80

Markup 0.20 0.20 0.30

Unit wholesale price 0.50 0.50 0.50



At wholesale price of 50 cents 

even Fuji Chill 2 cannot make any profits 

And if sales go down because the price saving is not seen as particularly good, 

then the  losses will be large: almost a million at output of 1 million liters. 

What will owners of Fuji Chill do? 

 

Question (Bonus point):  What danger will Fuji Water face if it drops its local 

prices too low? 

Profits b4t Profits b4t Profits b4t

Output Fuji Chill 1 Fuji Chill 2 Fuji Water

1 -619 -958 -16210

2 -469 -728 -15795

3 -319 -498 -15380

4 -268 -14030

5 -38 -14380

20 -9430

40 -2830

80 10370

120 36770

160 43370

200 49970



Crunch time: what sales/output should Fuji Water plan for? 

(a) the local market:  

 

 (i)  quite limited:  how many people in Fiji buy water?   

 

 (ii) what prices are they willing to pay? 

 

 (iii) will retail outlets stock your water?  

 

 (iv) will government support you equally with tax holidays and import 

 and fiscal duty exemptions 

 

 (v)  how will dominant firm react on prices?  Retail outlets 

 

 (vi) could you survive a war with the dominant firm? 

 

Make the wrong judgment, the wrong decision: there goes your family fortune. 

 



What about sales  from the international market? 

Fuji Water already exporting heavily to US, Australia and NZ; already cornered 

the established mainstream distributors there. 

 

Will international distributors risk their large volume of profits from Fuji Water 

in order to “experiment” with a new brand of water with no real “branding”, 

even if it may give them a bigger profit margin per unit?   

 

Remember, it is not “dollar margin per unit sold” but the “total volume of sales 

and profits”: applies to local distributors as well as overseas distributors 

 

i.e. Fuji Chill must look for other minor distributors- smaller penetration of the 

market- possibly at the lower ends - which means lower retail prices, which 

means lower wholesale prices for Fuji Chill. 

 

Can Fuji Chill spend the huge amounts on advertising that Fuji Water does? 



May be legal challenges to Fuji Chill branding 

Fuji Water may take Fuji Chill to court over: 

 - shape of the bottle (square?) 

 - colour of the bottle (light blue tint) 

 - colour of the caps 

 - use of Hibiscus flower on the bottle 

 - use of “bottled in Fuji at source” on label (Fuji Water objects to the 

 use of the word “Fuji” by Fuji Chill) 

 

Fuji Chill may win their legal battles in Australia and NZ; but face long 

protracted battles in US- where Fuji Water is all powerful (billionaires behind 

them); case could drag on for years, taken up to higher and higher levels, 

massive legal costs that small family company cannot afford. 

 

So would it be better for Fuji Chill to give in and come to an agreement with 

Fuji Water: Fuji Chill changes its brand name to Inland Chill. 

 

All before a drop of water has been bottled! 



Tutorial questions (and for duopoly) 

What pricing strategy will be followed by Fuji Chill?  By Fuji Water? 

 

What retail market policies? eg outlets throughout Fiji: what would they prefer to 

stock? Coca Cola vending machines attitude to Fuji Water versus Fuji Chill. 

 

Can Fuji Chill drive Fuji Water out of the local market?  Can Fuji Water drive Fuji 

Chill out of the Fiji water market?  

 

Would it be to Fuji Water’s advantage to drive Fuji Chill out of the market?  

 -What harm can Fuji Chill do to Fuji Water in the long run? 

 any benefits for Fuji Water in having a small :competitor” in the market?  

 

Think: public and government reactions to monopoly?   

 

Think: attitudes of Commerce Commission?  PIB? FIRCA? 



Change the numbers here and there;  or industries (beer):  

but market dynamics pretty well the same: 

The larger the scale of operation and sales: 

 

 lower is the ATC and pricing possibilities 

 higher expenditure on and return from advertisements 

 better ability to conduct research and development 

 better ability to hire quality staff and pay them well 

 greater pressure on govts. to obtain tax and other concessions 

 higher is the volume of profit 

 higher is the rate of profit on investment 

 better able to withstand price wars and other competitors etc 

 

GENERALLY, BIG IS BETTER IN THE CAPITALIST WORLD 

SMALL FIRMS DRIVEN OUT BY THE BIG. 

 

Another lecture: impact of a 20 cent export tax on the two firms. 


